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From physics to the social sciences, 
information is now seen as a fundamental component of reality. 

One form of information seems underestimated, however, perhaps 
precisely because it is so pervasive that we take it for granted: 

the information encoded in the very environment we live in. 

Prologue



We do not fully understand how information takes the form of cities, and 
how our minds deal with it to learn about the world, make daily decisions, 
build social relationships, and take part in the complex social systems we 

create unconsciously as we live together. 

We still do not fully know how cognition and the human drive for 
interaction shape our environment, and how the environment shapes our 

minds and interactions in return. 

This is felt across many different disciplines, 
from neuroscience to architecture.

Prologue



MINDS ENVIRONMENT SOCIETY



By working together, these complex systems somehow merge into 

one single interactive system. 

How do minds, cities and societies relate to each other?



MINDS ENVIRONMENT SOCIETY

They have one thing in common:  information.

Minds process information.
The built environment preserves information. 

Societies exchange information to exist.

Is information the bridge?



our hypotheses:

cities are crucial sources of information

environmental information affects how people perform and interact



SHANNON (1948) on signs: syntactically well-structured data in transmitted 
messages

BATESON (1972) ‘a difference that makes a difference’: the role of distinction, the 
ability to discriminate between things; perceiving and distinguishing

DRETSKE (1983) semantic information: meaningul well-structured data

SCHRÖDINGER (1944) structures contain long-range correlations [aperiodic crystalls]

 HIDALGO (2015) information as order preserved in solid, physical form

WHAT IS INFORMATION?



The environment as information?



The environment as information: literature review

(i) Cognition is situated (Varela et al, 1991; Clark and Chalmers, 1998)

(ii) We load the built environment with information (Rosch, 1978; Passini, 1992)

(iii) Environmental information relieves cognitive work (Haken and Portugali, 2003)

(iv) Cognition is pressured by time and action      (Clark, 1997)

(v) Environmental information serves action     (see Wilson, 2002)



… we still need to understand:

• how we create and preserve information in the environment

• how we use this information to cooperate and build social worlds. 



A. How accurately can symbols be transmitted?                
     (the technical problem)

B. How precisely do transmitted symbols convey the desired meaning?                  
    (the semantic problem)

C. How effectively does the received meaning affect conduct in the desired way?      
     (the effectiveness problem)

Weaver (1949) on the problem of communication: 



three questions in the cognition-environment-interaction problem: 

(1) how can we encode and decode information from the physical environment? 
(the material problem)

(2) How can physical form convey meaning? 
                     (the semantic problem)

(3) How do we enact environmental information to cooperate?                              
(the pragmatic problem)



Information 1
built form. 
cellular arrangements.
street  layouts.
visual cues and landmarks.

Information 2
social contents in space as
references for our actions.
where we perform.

Information 3
selecting activitiy places.
performing, comunicating.
creating systems of interaction.



Information 1
built form. 
cellular arrangements.
street  layouts.
visual cues and landmarks.

Information 2
social contents in space as
references for our actions.
where we perform.

Information 3
selecting activitiy places.
performing, comunicating.
creating systems of interaction.



Classic theories deal to different extents 
with these three forms of information. 



Space syntax relates physical information in 
partially ordered discrete systems of space 
to cognition, movement, encounters and so on. 



Lynch (1960) operates with paths and urban form 
with referential value, related to cognition and navigation.



Haken and Portugali (2003) synergetic inter-representation networks 
bridge Shannon and semantic information as basis for actions… but still 
unrelated to the emergence of systems of interaction and cooperation.



Our proposition
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what do we use environmental information for? 



we might use environmental information for…

agent x

agent y

activity place

cooperation

change in 
subjective 
orientatio
n



connecting our actions

we might use environmental information for…



… but how do we deal with environmental information?



ENVIRONMENTAL INFORMATION 1: 

PHYSICAL SPACE





 Hafting, Fyhn, Molden, Moser & Moser. 
Microstructure of a spatial map in the entorhinal cortex. Nature 436, 801–806 (2005)

brain ‘grid cells’ fire when a rat passes by certain positions in space, 
creating a hexagonal system of references which orient movement.

.



evidence for grid-cell-like representations in humans
the hippocampal cognitive map, coded for defined spatial features, essential for 
navigation

 Doeller, Barry & Burgess 
Evidence for grid cells in a human memory network (2010)



How do grid cell computations in vector navigation happen 

in real urban environments?

What happens to the cognitive hexagonal grid of firing 

fields when we have buildings and streets 

as frames of reference?



 Bellmund, Deuker, Schröder & Doeller 
Grid‐cell representations in mental simulation (2016).

How does the grid of firing fields relate to the built environment?

“…regular hexagonal 
arrays that 

densely tessellate 
all environments”

Boccara et al (2019)



Cacholas+Netto

How does the grid of firing fields relate to the built environment?



We still don’t know.



…However, the full link to urban arrangements has not been well explored (Spiers) 

Boccara et al (2019) 

the grid of firing fields is distorted by goals and activities



environmental features as information in space syntax:

• Hillier and Hanson (1984): ‘syntax’, ‘morphic language’
genotypes, description retrieval.
restrictions of random processes, partially ordered systems.

• Convex partitions, visual information, mental descriptions (Peponis et al 1997)

• Conservation of linearity, wayfinding, explorative behaviour (e.g. Dalton, 2003; 
Dalton et al 2011etc.) 

• Lines of sight, topological connections, navigation, and cognitive activity (e.g. Emo, 
2014; Javadi et al 2017) and so on.



Cities have different arrangements, structures, levels of order.

NY, Manhattan North Rio Beijing

[Cacholas-Gomes]



So how can we deal with

environmental information 1 methodologically?



A recent effort to analyse order in spatial configurations

Geoff Boeing (2018):

• “Street Network Orientation, Configuration, and Entropy”

• Measures of entropy reveal a city’s streets’ order and disorder.



‘polar histograms’ of street orientations

visualising spatial order: entropy in angular variations (Boeing, 2018)



visualising spatial order: entropy in angular variations (Boeing, 2018)

‘polar histograms’ of street orientations



Assessing entropy and information: built form

reduction from 3D to 2D structures

[Cacholas]



low entropy high entropy

Assessing physical information: cellular arrangements
using Shannon’s entropy to measure order and predictability



Assessing physical information in built environments

[Gomes+Netto]



high variation in cellular combinations 
many irregular formations, poor predictability

ManhattanRio de Janeiro

Assessing physical information in built environments

Netto, Brigatti et al (2018)

little variation, regular formations
high repetition, high predictability



where blocks are string segments of size n, 
the sum runs over all the k possible n-blocks.

Shannon entropy of the probability distribution Pn (k). 
We estimate block entropy of order n through:

Assessing physical information in built environments

Netto, Brigatti et al (2018)
[Brigatti]



areas of 9km2 

extracted from
Google Maps

[Gomes]



Information 1 | sample

[Gomes]



Information 1 | sample



Information 1 | sample

Netto, Brigatti et al (forthcoming)



areas of 9km2 

resolution: pixels 9m2

10002 pixels

Information 1 | sample

Netto, Brigatti et al (forthcoming)



Information 1 | results

Netto, Brigatti et al (forthcoming)



comparison considering 
different spatial entities and scales

Netto, Brigatti et al (forthcoming) Boeing (2018)

Information 1 | results Local arrangements of buildings Global arrangements of streets

Netto+Brigatti
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Netto, Brigatti et al (forthcoming)

Information 1 | results

Netto, Brigatti et al (forthcoming)
[Brigatti]



different ‘cultural traces’ with specific ‘information signatures’?

Netto, Brigatti et al (forthcoming)

Information 1 | proximity network

[Brigatti]



Netto, Brigatti et al (forthcoming)

different ‘cultural traces’ with specific ‘information signatures’?
Information 1 | results



Netto, Brigatti et al (forthcoming)

different ‘cultural traces’ with specific ‘information signatures’?
Information 1 | results



limitations of the approach to physical information

• Limited section of a city, selected

• Measure: focus on local configurations of buildings



Capturing correlations at 
a distance. 

Calculating entropy in 
combinations of pixels 
within isovists

Next steps Information 1: correlations at a distance, beyond orde

[Cacholas-Netto]



Capturing correlations at 
a distance. 

Calculating entropy in 
combinations of pixels 
within isovists

Next steps Information 1: correlations at a distance, beyond orde

[Cacholas-Netto]



• Physical information in 3D structures

• Beyond the role of order for 
cognition: navigation benefits from 
visual cues, landmarks, discernable 

places.

...a balance of order, difference and 
hierarchy, captured by a measure of 

complexity

Next steps Information 1: correlations at a distance, beyond orde

[Cacholas]



ENVIRONMENTAL INFORMATION 2:
 
SEMANTIC SPACE



differences and possibilities of combinations 
increase 

in the passage from grey to colour scales. 

passage from environmental information 1 …to environmental information 2 



measuring levels of semantic information in cities

land use distribution

Porto Alegre, Brazil (Maraschin, 2014)



measuring levels of semantic information in cities

frequencies of land uses 
in windows

Netto, Brigatti et al (2019)
[Brigatti]



Entropy in adjacent land uses

measuring levels of semantic information in cities

Netto, Brigatti et al (2019)
[Brigatti]



• Measure must incorporate patterns of distribution of activities

• Relations between complementary activities

• Subjective interpretations of meaning in places?

• …Memories?

Next steps Information 2: going beyond local diversity



INFORMATION 3

ENACTION



think of the increasing challenges 
faced by contemporary societies. 

• The need for people’s actions to be coordinated is an 
elementary feature of sustainability and self-maintenance. 

• If any system is to reproduce itself, it has to evolve into 
states in which connections and coordination become 
possible.



…how do we use environmental information 1 and 
2

to interact and cooperate? 



city

modelling information 3

We modelled: 

info 1: proximity between cells

info 2: semantic contents in buildings

• Agents
• types of action
• activity places

We simplified the city to a one dimensional structure

agents

[Meirelles]
Netto, Meirelles and Ribeiro (2017)



city

agents

agents can: 

• track and recognise activities

• make decisions based on individual orientations

• join activities

• change their actions and activities.

modelling information 3

[Meirelles]
Netto, Meirelles and Ribeiro (2017)
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[Meirelles+Ribeiro]
Netto, Meirelles and Ribeiro (2017)



More hypotheses…

Interaction systems require high capacities to access and 
recombine information in on-going and future connections. 

They are ‘information-hungry’. 

The fact that cities preserve social information 
in durable space and in soft semantic contents 
would help order grow – counterbalancing tendencies towards 
entropy. 



SUMMING UP…



We assessed
 

1. environmental information 1 through 
Shannon entropy, to analyse 
predictability in the physical 
environment



We assessed
 

2. environmental information 2 as a 
function of diversity in local relations 
between social activities. 



We assessed
 

3. Enacted information (3), captured as 
coordination of actions in an ABM. 

proximity (information 1) 

semantic contents (information 2) 

have roles in the emergence of cooperation





14th International Conference on Spatial 
Information Theory, Regensburg, Germany, 

September 9-13 2019



Next steps

2D model to assess different levels of environmental 
Information affecting the way people coordinate actions.

Validating the model
exploring the heuristics of how people perceive, make decisions 
and enact information in Virtual Geographic Environments 
(VGE)

Information 3: integrating the model



Next steps

Applying measures to understand real urban environments

Develop a large database – cases from different regions of the world 

Information 3: applying the model



analysing amounts of information in configurations of different cities – 
and evaluate how they support people’s lives and decisions. 

Beijing



New York

analysing amounts of information in configurations of different cities



New York

analysing amounts of information in configurations of different cities



South 

analysing amounts of information in configurations of different cities



Rio – Rocinha 

analysing amounts of information in configurations of different cities



ultimate goals…

Create tools for assessing cities as informational resources, 
related to people’s ability to access environmental information. 

… evaluating how environmental information becomes available and 
distributed to inhabitants according to urban patterns and 
idiosyncrasies. 





http://socialfabric.city/

Thank you!

@nettoworks


